

Pages from the diary of  Tejas 
Evolve Back Kuruba Safari Lodge, Kabini,  June 2010


Tejas visits our resorts in Coorg and Kabini and shares with you some of his uplifting 


experiences.Join him as he immerses himself in the activities at our two resorts, and 


enjoy them with him, virtually!


Tejas Joseph resides in Auroville near Puducherry and is part of a consulting group 


engaged increating viable models of decentralised lighting (using solar energy) for 


off-grid Indian villages. Tejas travels a lot in the course of his work and feels a deep 


connection with the history and ethos of the places he visits. He is a keen observer 


of the winds of change that are now blowing across the physical, cultural and social 


landscapes of India and seeks to capture its effects in his articles, ever believing that 


the journey is as important as the destination, the travel as rewarding as the arrival! 


Feel free to write to him at pjtejas@gmail.com if your interests or work coincide 


with his.
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Activity Name


Duration


Timing


Guided


Cost


Transfer


Prior Booking Required


Night Trails


1  Hour  


8.00 PM to 9.00 PM 


Yes 


 


Nil


Not required


No


Night Trails: an unusual ‘night cap’ for nocturnal nature lovers


As night descends upon the Kabini landscape a whole world of nocturnal 


life emerges. For those of you who are not lured by after-dinner television 


or emails then set off to explore nature around the resort at night, armed 


only with flashlights and a sense of anticipation and wonder.


Our naturalists will skillfully escort you around the areas just outside the 


resort and by the Kabini’s waterline that harbor a small universe of crea-


tures that do most of their living at night. You will encounter the fascinating 


nocturnal world of beetles, spiders, owls, moths, lizards and even plants as 


you go about this unusual night expedition.


Recommended for all nature lovers but particularly for the adventurous 


and the curious, this is an experience that is as unique as it is educative.
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